Declaration of consent
In order to provide the described services, we,
the Economic Service of the Odenwald-RegionalGesellschaft mbH (OREG), need access to your submitted documents at the Administration of the Odenwald
District. This requires your prior explicit consent.
In order to grant us access to all relevant documents,
please fill in the following blanks:

Wirtschafts-Service
Odenwald

Administrative support
for your construction projects

Project title

Company name

Address

Zip code 		

City

Local subdistrict		

Land parcel

Nr.

You can withdraw your consent at the Administration
of the Odenwald District at any time. Informal with
drawals of consent are accepted.

Place/Date		

Company seal/Signature

The fast-track
to your success!
The free administrative support for
your commercial construction projects
A cooperation between
the Administration of the
Odenwald District and the
OREG Economic Service.

A crucial location
factor
Our comprehensive fiber-optic
network is an invaluable asset
for the companies of the Odenwald District. Currently, our
network is being extended, making it possible to even reach
Gigabit-speed and to obtain
fiber to the home (FTTH). So,
no matter what your specific
requirements in this field might
be, together with our network
provider, Entega Medianet
GmbH, we’ll find the perfect
solution for you.

Laying of a fiber-optic cable in Michelstadt.

Whether you’re planning the enlargement or adjustment of existing premises or the construction on green
land, you’ll always be confronted with specific applications and regulations for construction and usage. As
this is not an entrepreneur’s daily business, only few
businessmen are experts in this field. The good news
here is: You don’t have to be one!
We, the Economic Service of the Odenwald-Regional-Gesellschaft mbH (OREG), will guide you through
the construction project. The sooner you get in touch
with us, the better we can support you.
First, we evaluate together with you your construction
project. Here, relevant departments of the Odenwald
District’s Administration are already involved. Thus, we
can give you a fast answer on whether your construction plans can be realized or might be adjusted.

And, in case your construction project might be impossible or too hard to realize, we can provide you with
attractive alternatives.

Contact:
Odenwald-Regional-Gesellschaft mbH (OREG)
Economic Service
Gabriele Quanz
Head of OREG Economic Service
Tel.:
+(49)6062 9433-62
Fax:
+(49)6062 9433-66
E-Mail: g.quanz@oreg.de
Website: www.oreg.de
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Our special service for you

